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ABOUT CONCIERGE DISPLAY RECEPTION

Display information about meetings for the day on monitors located in the reception area and guide visitors in the right direction. The layout can be customized for the individual organization’s needs.

CONCIERGE DISPLAY RECEPTION retrieves bookings from Microsoft Exchange and presents them on one or more monitors. The monitors can display information about today’s meetings in the meeting rooms. The monitors can for instance display time of meeting, subject, host and floor indications. It is also possible to display visitor names and meeting type, but this requires the CONCIERGE SERVICES module.

The monitors are a perfect way to greet visitors and guide them in the right direction. The visitors can find their meeting on the monitors and see which meeting room they are supposed to be in.

The software has unlimited layout possibilities and the layout can for instance include floor plan views, floor indications and stairs and arrows for wayfinding.

CONCIERGE DISPLAY RECEPTION is a web application and the software can work together with other displays systems that manage the content on the monitors.
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Selected Possibilities

RECEPTION SCREEN

CONCIERGE DISPLAY RECEPTION offers unique possibilities for showing meeting information on a screen in the reception area or on large monitors on each floor. The screens can welcome visitors and guide them in the right direction. CONCIERGE DISPLAY RECEPTION integrate with Microsoft Exchange and it will only show meetings that are in progress and future meetings for the day.

WAYFINDING

CONCIERGE DISPLAY RECEPTION offers wayfinding. It is possible to show meeting information in combination with a floor plan layout so that you can see where all meeting rooms are located, and if they are free or booked.

CUSTOMIZED LAYOUT

The layout possibilities are almost limitless. A unique customer layout with logo, corporate colors and the necessary information can be developed. The customer can also decide what information that needs to be displayed on the monitors.
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Functionality & Benefits

FUNCTIONALITY
- Display selected meetings on monitors, e.g. only meetings with visitors or meetings with a specific Microsoft Outlook category
- Possible to only display a specific room/resource group. One monitor can display e.g. meetings on the 1st floor while another monitor can display meetings on the 2nd floor
- Possible to show arrows and/or stairs on the screens used for wayfinding
- Possible to incorporate a floor plan layout on the monitors, which can be used for wayfinding
- The monitors updates automatically from Microsoft Exchange. The monitors requests data from the meeting room mail boxes.
- The monitors only display meetings in progress and future meetings. Meetings that are held are not displayed on the monitors.
- Possible to select which Microsoft Outlook or CONCIERGE BOOKING fields that should be displayed on the monitors.
- Possible to customize the layout for the individual organization’s needs.
- The display software supports all internet browsers, e.g. Internet Explorer, IOS Safari, etc.

BENEFITS
- Greet visitors professionally
- Employees and visitors can easily see which meeting room they have to be in
- Provides a complete overview of meetings for the day
- Works with all screens and manufacturers
- Provides the organization with an inviting and professional office environment
- Needs no manual updating of the monitors. Meetings are updated automatically from the Microsoft Exchange Server
- Timesaving while employees no longer have to update for instance a PowerPoint presentation to show on the screens. Everything is automatic
- Many possibilities for customization of layout. Ensuring that the screens have the right colors, logo, etc.
- Works together with other display control systems, making it possible to e.g. split the screen and display meeting information in one section and television in another section
All employees at the Danish Maritime Authority are using CONCIERGE BOOKING when booking meeting rooms and catering services. The employees save time and can easily find an available meeting room with the correct size, location and built in equipment. The catering suppliers can also generate production lists.

The conference center screens display meeting information, and users can even book rooms directly from the digital room screens.

The Danish Maritime Authority's field of responsibility is based on the shipping industry and its framework conditions, the ship and its crew.
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General Information

REQUIREMENTS

CONCIERGE DISPLAY RECEPTION is a web application that works well with all internet browsers, supporting CSS, JavaScript and AJAX, e.g. Internet Explorer 5.0 or newer, IOS Safari or Google Chrome. CONCIERGE DISPLAY does not require any installation on the Microsoft Exchange Server.

Server-side requirements:

- Microsoft Windows Server 2003 or newer
- Microsoft .Net Framework 3.5
- Microsoft Internet Information Server 6.0 or newer

Microsoft Exchange Server requirements:

- Server: Microsoft Exchange 2007 or newer
- Microsoft Office 365 is supported

PRICES

Please contact Fischer & Kern for prices on the various CONCIERGE BOOKING modules.

SERVICE AGREEMENT

The service agreement provides the organization with free support and version updating. The service agreement is 18% of the total license list prices per year.